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 .07.13 elevayta Extra boy is a powerful software synthesizer, that enables you to make your own sounds. Unlike the original
Extra boy, the VST version allows you to use your own VST-plugin, instead of the factory sounds. The plugin uses a "virtual

synth" approach, that simulates an analog organ using your VST-plugin. In this way, the VST-plugin is completely configurable
and you can also process the sound on the fly. VST-plugin of Extra boy also allows you to add audio effects (chorus, flanger,

reverbs etc.), to create more powerful, unique and fascinating sound. New Features and Improvements: * A new "intro" theme
for synth is available. * A new virtual organ function, that simulates an analog organ, is included. * A new "refine sound"

function is included. * A new "Panning" function is included. * A new "FX section" is included, that offers dozens of synth
effects (chorus, flanger, reverbs etc.). * A new "Regeneration" function is included, that makes it possible to quickly
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regenerate/reload sounds (by using your VST-plugin). * A new "all-pass" filter function is included. * A new "modulation/LFO"
function is included. * A new "sub-oscillator" function is included. * Several new presets and factory presets are included. * A

new screenshot function is included. * A new "Sound" menu is included, that offers options to control many synthesizer
functions and parameters. * New GUI and GUI optimisation. * A new "screen" menu is included, that offers screen

optimisation options. * A new "about" menu is included, that offers contact info and other information. * A new "help" menu is
included, that offers lots of help. Some sounds produced by Extra boy VST are not allowed for commercial use. Installation

Instructions: * Run the installer and select "Run As Administrator" in order to install Extra boy VST. * Extract the VST-plugin
archive to your VST-plugin folder (e.g. C:\Program Files\Elevayta\Extra Boy VST). * Plugin will automatically load and should

work 82157476af
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